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between India and Colombia has
allowed us to enquire into issues and
potentialities particular to the Global
South, in the prospect of triggering
larger
transformations
through
evolving micro-operations, involving
students, allied organizations, and
proactive communities. A practice
envisioned towards more selfsufficient, equitable, and cohesive
cultural environments.

What is this document?
It is a collection of the ideas
developed during the period of the
workshop offered by CCA. This is
an open source document for any
agency to take and develop on.
Compiled and edited by
Kruti Shah, Prasanth Narayanan and
Sebastian Trujillo
Designed by
Kruti Shah
About CHAAL.CHAAL.AGENCY
CCA
is
a
design/research
collaborative project founded by
Kruti Shah and Sebastian Trujillo,
which works between Ahmedabad
(India) and Bogotá (Colombia).
CCA specializes in experimental
infrastructures,
transformative
design,
and
transdisciplinary
pedagogy, locating their area of
investigation in the intersection
between politics and space. We have
been involved in a series of exercises
that range from the proposition
of public-generative devices and
light architectures, to a dynamic
pedagogical practice intertwined
with academic research. Working
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INTRODUCING THE
MENTORS >>>>>>>>>>
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PREMISE

>>>>>>>>>>
We are currently facing an
unprecedented global challenge; it
is the first time in history in which
humanity at large is simultaneously
threatened despite geographical
cultural or technological
differences. While we struggle
to overcome economic hardship
we are also confronted with a
tremendous ethical challenge: how
to work towards the preservation of
life above all else?
This course engages with this
fundamental question through
the potentials of architectural
and urban design. We call
‘Pandemic Micro-Urbanism’ a
call for action and reflection for
radical improvement of current
circumstances specially for those
most vulnerable to the perils of
COVID 19.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 3

Fig. 2

An emergency design-research
agenda aimed at crafting
alternatives in the current
built environment through two
methods:
low-cost responsive devices
capable of addressing
infrastructural needs with
minimal resources (DIY
ambulances food transport
units homeless microhousing protective suits
decontamination stations
movable ICU’s etc.) as well
as post-pandemic smallscaled neighborhood design
strategies (re imagining
streets amenities essential
services public spaces housing
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densities digital infrastructure
etc.). These were developed
through the construction of
either 3D visualizations and plans
or diagrams and mappings in
the case of a tactical-strategic
approach.
For this students and young
professionals manufactured
specific design briefs in tandem
with lectures on the topics (from

Fig. 1 > Lari or movable cart used by vendors
Fig. 2 > The new normal, seating at the airport
Fig. 3 > Mindmap of course by CCA
Fig. 4 > ‘Apni Lari’, the home cart, project by
CCA

infrastructure and planning to
public health) in order to swiftly
produce proposals through
a collaborative approach.
Therefore, participants and
mentors were constantly
exchanging and developing ideas
remotely through different virtual
platforms with the target of
constructing an online catalogue
of ideas that could eventually be
implemented.

>
Fig. 4
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The workshop was conceptualized as a
collaboration, between the participants, mentors,
and the experts. To enable this process, the
workshop proposed a framework of inquiry
into the urban condition supported by the input
lectures from the invited experts.

At this stage, the participant
will develop a concept based
on the references shared and
online research.

>

CONCEPTUAL
PHASE

PEDAGOGY >>>>>>>>>>> METHODOLOGY

the time span and the varied strengths
* Given
and abilities, the participants worked in groups.

At this stage, the participants
will work towards creating
their final outputs with a
focus on presentation and
communication. As this will
ensure that outputs of the
workshop are accessible.

DEVELOPMENT
PHASE

>

3
4

6
7
8
9

>

PRODUCTION
PHASE

At this stage, the participant
will develop their concepts
into design strategies,
systems, or devices.

Fig. 1 > Online discussions with participants
and mentors

2

5

The above process was strengthened with daily
interactions with the mentors.

Fig. 1

1

10
11
12
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FRAMEWORK OF INQUIRY >>>>>>>>>>>
> 6 LENSES*

** These lenses do not claim to be the
extent of the inquiry and can always be
expanded on based on the interests of the
participants

1

PUBLIC SPACES

>

2

HOUSING

>

3

MOBILITY

>

12

This lens will explore how public
space (parks, vending zones) can be
reimagined to respond to the need for
social distancing

KEY QUESTIONS >>>>>>

explore on how domestic spaces
can be reimagined for Indian cities,
keeping in mind density whilst
managing crowding.

What is the future of architectural and
urban design practice within the new
normal?

explore how citizens can move and
access essential services within their
neighborhood.

4

AMENITIES

>

explore those areas which can
enhance the quality of public life

5

ESSENTIALS

>

explore those avenues which are
essential for sustaining life.

DIGITAL

>

explore on how communication and
information can aide existing urban
functions in the city/neighborhood

6

To assess and derive strategies the workshop
proposes 6 points of inquiry to understand the
urban conditions. Given design strategies varies
across scale, for this workshop the context will be
within the neighborhood scale.
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What is the future of community
engagement under covid?
What is the potential of vacant land +
public space in a pandemic situation?
How will cities change after covid? With a
focus on development and mobility?
How are architects responding to the
covid situation?
Will low-touch urbanism deteriorate
public life?
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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ROLE OF GUEST
SPEAKERS>>>>>>>>>>
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The panel of guest speakers was curated as a way to have experts
from various fields come onto this platform opening our minds to their
thoughts and a gamut of possibilities. Each guest speaker will in their
own way try to answer the key questions listed out on the previous
page in addition to speaking about their own works and research.
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CONNECTING ACROSS
CITIES >>>>>>>>>>>
Divya Agarwal
Aditi Bajpai
Sneha Gireesh
Dhwani Shah
Virakti
S Fiona Evangeline
niveda ramesh
Rakhshan Khan
Elangkumaran S
Kabir Shrivastava
Pranjal Kulkarni
Rimshi Agrawal
Naveenaa Munuswamy
Bansi Patel
Sampath Reddy
Asawari Bora
Amrutha Viswanath
16
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BOGOTA

AHMEDABAD

DELHI
BHOPAL

JAMNAGAR

MUMBAI

CHENNAI
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01>>>>>>>>>>
Virakti
Ajmera

Aditi
Bajpai

Rimshi
Agrawal

POP-UP MARKET

-------------> -------------> ------------->
An undergraduate
architecture student
from CEPT University,
Ahmedabad, I hail from
Lucknow.
In these times when the
most vulnerable scenarios
of our society and the
overlooked dysfunctions
are at our faces, there
is a need to rethink our
usual ways and evolve a
new ‘normal’, and i feel
very inclined towards
responding to it. Thus
using this workshop to
explore new possiilities.

18

Presently, An
undergraduate student
in B.S.S.A, Mumbai.
Having lived in different
cities, I have found myself
constantly drawing
parallels between
their contrasting, yet
complementary nature.
The context of the
Pandemic further enforces
the ripple effect every
urban environment creates.
Through this workshop,
I intend to understand
the faults and promises
of these systems and
to contribute for its
betterment.

I am an undergraduate
student at Balwant Seth
School of Architecture ,
NMIMS, Mumbai.
To understand the
underlying problem behind
the crisis we are facing
currently, and to learn
how a designer can make a
difference in realm of micro
urbanism has drawn me to
sign up for this workshop.
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WHY?
A large portion of the Indian population is
daily wagers and they have been severly
affected by the pandemic situation. In many
cities like Chennai, Bangalore, Jaipur, etc.
the main reason for the spike in cases has
been pointed to the vegetable vendors, dairy
booths, and grocery shops. -as they are direct
points of interaction. However, local kirana
shops, vegetable vendors and milkmen are
the lifeline of the Indian community. Hence,
there is a need to devise ways to regulate and
monitor their health and movement. Thus,
our proposal aims at rethinking the market
spaces so as to protect the vendors as well
as maintain the supply of essential items at a
time when many are stranded and are unable
to commute.
WHAT?
The idea is to design a vending stall that can
be produced anywhere in the world and set up
at desired locations. Once built, the proposal
also sets out guidelines for a pandemic
sensitive layout of the market space that
comprises of these stalls.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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MIND MAP OF THE INTENT AND
POSSIBILITIES
> > > > > > > > > >

For the potential of developing a
prototype that can be installed at
multiple places for various uses.

For the potential of developing a
system that can be implemented
across various levels and scenarios.

20
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KIT - OF - PARTS
> > > > > > > > > >

X
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
1

11

12

13

14

// 8’ x 4’

18mm Plywood

// WALL
COMPONENTS

// FLOOR COMPONENTS

// ROOF COMPONENTS

x4
x1

x6
x1
x2

x4

x1
// FRAME PANELS
// STORAGE COMPONENTS

x2

x18

x1

x1

x36
x34

x1

x1

x6

// CANVAS FABRIC
COVERING

x2
// METAL
FOOTING
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x3
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x1

All components are aligned in 8ft x 4ft sheets of 18mm Marine Plywood.
This forms the open source ﬁle available to download for
CNC Build it Yourself! Pop-Up Stall
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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ASSEMBLY
> > > > > > > > > >
ASSEMBLE YOUR STALL IN 10 SIMPLE
STEPS:

1
place 5-8mm thick 3 steel channels at
a centre to centre distance of 1m from
one another

2
once the panels are placed, lock
two of them using the wooden ties
plased at regular intervals of
0.3m

26
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5

3

now repeat the same steps as step
number 1,2 and 3 to place the
second frame

the ﬁrst frame is then ﬁxed onto the
panels through the tongue and groove
joint

!

the frame itself is a composition
of 5 parts joined via the S-joint
locked with a wedge

4
now start inserting the wall panels
into the grooves of the
frame

!

28

6
now start inserting the wall panels
into the grooves of the
frame, just like step number 4

don’t confuse yourself with the wall
panels, they may appear to look
the same, however there are two
different pieces for the wall panels
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7

9

once the second set of wall panels
have been placed, inser the last frame
into the teeth of the wall panels to
form the skeleton of your stall

!

insert the roof panels into the teeth
of the frame and the rotatable roof
frame into the circular cutouts on the
frames

you might require a ladder to
place the wall panels higher up

!

you might require a ladder to
place the roof panels and make
sure you insert them in a direction
such that the cantilever on the
opposite side of the opening

8
now insert the ﬂoor panels into the
teeth of the frame to form the ﬂoor

30
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10
now you add accessories to
customise your stall, however it
is highly recommended to hang a
piece of fabric or plastic to
minimise touch.
You can also use the counters

PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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JOINERY DETAILS
> > > > > > > > > >

ROOF PANELS
ROOF

FRAME
PANELS

SCREEN

CANVAS
COVERING

STORAGE

WALL PANEL
METAL CHANNEL

32
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DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
> > > > > > > > > >

34

Fig. a

Fig. c

Fig. e

Fig. g

Fig. b

Fig. d

Fig. f

Fig. h

FRONT WINDOW

INFILL PANELS

PERFORATED PANEL FOR SHELVES

(a) When oriented towards the north, the
window can be widely opened for light
(b) When oriented in any other direction,
the window can be pulled down to block
the sun.

(c) The rear side panels can be removed to
provide a door.
(d) The side panels can be removed to
provide a door on the side.

(e), (f), (g) The shelves can be inserted in
any of the perforations depending on the
amount of space needed for storage
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(h) A seat is provided on the lower most
shelf space for the shopkeeper.
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COVID RESPONSIVE FEATURE
> > > > > > > > > >
EASE OF CONSTRUCTION AND
ASSEMBLY
Fig. 1: The joinery is quick and easy
to assemble

ZONES OF
THE COUNTER
Fig. 4a: Zone 1: Sanitization
4b: Zone 2: Order and Pick-up
4c: Cashless Payment

PLACEMENT OF
THE COUNTER
Fig. 2: The counter is placed outside to
minimise touch.

36
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Fig. 1

Fig. 4(a)

Fig. 2

Fig. 4(b)

Fig. 3

Fig. 4(c)

SCREENS AS A
BARRIER
Fig. 3: The fabric/plastic
screen acts as barrier
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MARKET LAYOUT STRATEGIES
> > > > > > > > > >

The following toolset of strategies look at
the stall and the various edge conditions to
suggest the best response that would abide
by the social distancing norms and aid in
combating the spread of the virus. The rules
also consider the availability of space to
achieve a layout that optimizes the use of that
particular space. A combination of these rules
based on the knowledge of the site, will help
people set up an efficient market layout.

38
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Fig. (d)

Fig. (b)
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RULE 1
Aligning the stall against the edge of the site
(a) The edge of the site is a boundary wall of an existing
building.
(b) The boundary is physically inaccessible but relatively
more open and visually porous.
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RULE 2
Aligning along a road
(c) Along a main road, install the stall with an offset.
(d)Along a secondary street, drive-through for picking up
orders of essential items made over digital mediums can be
provided.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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Fig. (e)
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Fig. (g)
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2,13

6'

Fig. (h)

Fig. (f)
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6'

6'

6'

6'

RULE 3
Combining two stalls
(e) Opening one side of the panel on the rear face to adjoin
them and be able to serve on both sides of circulation.
(f) Opening the panels of the side face to adjoin them and be
able to serve the same side of circulation.
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RULE 4
Extending the layout length-wise
(g) Stalls are set according the condition mentioned for Rule
1(a).
(h) Stalls are set according to the condition mentioned for
Rule 1(b).
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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Fig. (i)

6'

3'

Fig. (k)

Fig. (l)

6'

6'

Fig. (j)
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RULE 5
Extending the layout breadth-wise
(i) A double lane service corridor for the vendors for storage
and to spill out for breaks.
(f) A single lane service corridor for the vendors for storage
and to spill out for break in their own personal space.
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RULE 6
Providing sanitization at the entry
(k) For two parallel entries to the site
(h) For an entry to the site which is aligned to the boundary of
the adjacent site.

PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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Fig. (n)
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6'

6'

6'

6'

Fig. (p)

RULE 7
Taking the turn
(m) Stalls are aligned to the boundary based on the
condition of rule 1(a), circulation on the inner side.
(n) Stalls are at an offset from the boundary based on the
condition of rule 1(b), circulation on the inner side.
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(o) Circulation on the outer side in case of the edge-condition
mentioned in rule 1(b).
(p) Offset of rule 7(n) when setting another line of stalls.
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02>>>>>>>>>>
Bansi
Patel

Divya
Agarwal

TEMPORAL SHELTERS

-------------> ------------->
A fina year B.Arch
student at School
of Environment and
Architecture. An offline
illustrator, graphic
designer and thinker.
Trying to understand the
tectonics of everything
we feel.

48

Bansi is a fresh
graduate and is trying
to understand various
aspects and layers of
urbanism and especially
the importance of the
spaces which are a design
by product, but hold a lot
more importance.
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MIND MAP
Initial concepts

50
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How much is 1.8m
if I stand?

Ok...it is equal to
when I lie down

PANDEMIC IN INDIA

STUCK IN A VIRUS

>
52

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease
caused by a newly discovered coronavirus. The infected
experience a mild to moderate respiratory illness. It is
contagious and spreads through droplets of saliva or
discharge from the nose during sneezing or coughing, so
respiratory etiquettes are important to practice. It can
be easily transmitted. As per May 2020, no vaccines or
treatments are available.
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Compact cities like Mumbai, Ahmedabad and Delhi have been
affected deeply with the coronavirus. These are dense cities
where the interaction and coordination is a complex setting.
All the micro elements are linked to each other closely forming
a macro network. 21.9% of Indians live below the poverty line
where there is lack of sanitation, health and hygiene, safe
drinking water and safe shelters. With the guidelines of obeying
physical distancing of 1.8m between two people, it is not
possible in the current scenario of marginalised communities.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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IMPACTING THE MARGINALISED
The settings in which the marginalised communities are
surviving are such that following the new norms necessary
for the pandemic is nearly impossible. But another pressing
issue is the impact the economy has had on these people.
Many people who have been working on a daily wage basis
are now jobless as a result of the lockdown at all industries
and workplaces. With the streets deserted, they no longer
have the option of begging as well.
These people are currently shelter less and this only goes on
to prove that more than the virus, their concerns align with
the availability of food and shelter. Over 4 million people are
estimated to be homeless since the lockdown began on 25th
March.

>
54

The people who are able to provide themselves with makeshift
shelters are struggling, the availability of space doesn’t allow
them to distance themselves if one person gets infected.
Many cities are providing shelters in schools and parks which
are currently not used as per their original functions. Again,
these people are unable to fulfil the need of a shelter to all
and are facing difficulties in handling the number of people
coming up to seek help.
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DENSITY OF COVID SPOTS CLEARLY
FOLLOW HIGH-DENSITY AREAS WITH
POOR URBAN SERVICES
Considering the example of the city of Mumbai, majority of the
containment zones are either the slums or the areas around it.
Since the cost of housing is lower in these areas, most of the
daily wage earners and labourers reside in these slums.

PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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WARNING: I AM EMPTY
BUT ENTRY IS PROHIBITED

PEOPLE LIVING UNDER A COMMON
MAKESHIFT SHELTER

>
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Given the current state of economy and employment, the
people residing in slums are the ones whose lives have been
deeply affected, rendering them shelter less. Along with
these residents, another group of people affected the most
by the pandemic are the ones who take residence at fluid
shelters in the city. Now that both these groups are pushed
to an intersecting area, the condition regarding overcrowding
is worsening.
The need of the hour and even as a step towards preparing
for future disasters and pandemics is to device quick shelters
which can be deployed to as many shelter less people as
possible.
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GIVEN THE HIGH DENSITIES OF LIVING
AND ACCOMODATION IN MUMBAI AND
CONSIDERING THE LAND SITUATION,
UNDER-UTILISED AND VACANT LANDS CAN
BE USED TO HOUSE THESE TEMPORAL
SHELTERS.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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One can always find underutilised vacant land in a city, due
to the outbreak of Covid-19, the number of such areas/
land has increased substantially as parks and stadiums
now also fall under the same category. These booths can
be placed on such lands, followed by a system of layout.
58
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Using the concept of YULU bicycles, where you can collect a cycle from one booth and
give it up at any other booth, we draw the idea of a kiosk for shelters. There will be
multiple booths all around the city which will form a network of provision for shelters.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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BOOTH
The booth is conceptualised to have a provision for water,
sanitation and toilets. The shelters will essentially be stored
here, any person in need can come and collect a shelter
kit for themselves and either use at the plot specific to the
booth or any other plot which is a part of the network.
60
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These shelters should be able cater to all number of people
coming in to seek help, be it a single person or a family of 5
or 8 people and especially help for these families or people to
physically distance themselves. In order to accomplish that, these
vacant plots will have a predefined layout which maintains a
minimum a 6ft’s distance between two shelters and also allocates
specified spaces for the size of shelter a person/family needs.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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UNDER THE OVERHANGS
OF SMALL SHOPS

IN AND AROUND
TEMPLES

EMPTY STADIUMS AND
PARKS

BENCHES NEAR STORES

LOCAL TRAINS

IDEA OF SHELTER

62

ON SKYWALKS OR UNDER THE BRIDGES

CONSTRUCTION SITES
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NEAR COMPOUND WALL
OR ON FOOTPATHS

Based off of research documents and articles, we can
infer that the shelter less seeks shelters at various places
depending on the availability. One can almost say these
people live in fluid shelters. Though, there are a set of
specific conditions which always attract these shelter less.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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MATTRESS OR BLANKET
CLOTHES

WELL VENTILATED SHELTER

UTENSILS TO COOK

MONEY (SAVINGS)

PROVISION TO COOK

Shelter less doesn’t necessarily mean that a person
would not have belongings. Their tangible belongings
essentially comprise of provision for cooking, say a
couple of utensils to cook in, a pair of clothes and
some form of bedding which is either a blanket or a
mattress. They also have savings of their own which
they make sure to keep to themselves to keep it safe.
64
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SPACE TO KEEP THEIR BELONINGS OR MONEY

While providing a shelter, we feel a need to give provisions
for their belongings which would better help create a sense of
shelter for them.
PANDEMIC MICROURBANISM
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MEMBERS AND ELEMENTS USED

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ELEMENTS

There are 3 structural members which will form
foldable joints by 3 types of pivot joints. We’re using
plastic or wooden crates to form the base on which the
shelter can be placed. And there are 3 options for the
materials to be used based on the weather conditions.
66
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ERECTED SHELTER

WALLS AND ROOF

This is how the structure will stand with the strcutural
elements. Material for the walls will be attached to these
members.

The material to be used shall be attached to the structural
members by the velcro loops. The material to be used can
depend on the weather conditions and user’s choice.
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

SCHEMATIC OF SYSTEM OF THE
DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURE
These are the steps through which the will fold in or fold out
to form a shelter.
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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The shelter can be appropirated according to
the number of people who shall be using the
shelter at once. One module can be connected
to the other to create space for more people
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MOBILE ANGANWADI

-------------> ------------->
A recent graduate from
NIT Bhopal currently
practicing architecture
from Navi Mumbai.
Harbours interest in
behavioural science
and environmental
psychology and firmly
believes that design
can be an instrument of
social change.
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Recently completed
a bachelors degree in
architecture from the
Navrachna University
( SEDA ) in Vadodara,
Gujarat.
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The Covid-19 pandemic has exposed the
faultlines in our system with the utmost
efficiency. Now more than ever, urban
practioners need to use design as a means to
fight structural and systemic discrimination.
This design aims to bridge the divide of access
to education, nutrition and healthcare. It is
meant to provide physical space to cramped
classrooms and follow protocols of physical
distancing. A portable asset that serves the
function of an Anganwadi and takes e-learning
where it hasn’t travelled yet.
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EFFECTS ON EDUCATION
MIND MAP
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Roof with a slope towards the front to provide
ventilation to the cart and drain the rainwater
to the windshield.

Retractable roofing mechanism
with a scissor support system
attatched to a cable stretched
canvas roof.

Cable Stretched Canvas Roof that can sustain through
the tropical climate. It is used for easy and user friendly
assembly of the structure

Structural composition is made of mild steel and uses a
typical modification style of pickup trucks.

Doors open to an angle of 140* and include a blackboard
on the interior. It can be used alongside the projector to
annotate and explain the lecture.

Furniture addition that includes a seat, Storage for
medicinal and nutritional supplies, an alcove that can be
accessed from outside.

Furniture addition that includes a seat, storage
for school supplies, educational inserts and
space for sanitary equipment.

Panel design to have an operable glass window, a
blackboard and two operable shelves. A blackboard to
present nutritional information.

COMPONENTS
EXPLODED ISOMETRIC
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The retractable roofing mechanism has a scissor brace system that works as
shown above. The post has a sturdy base and can collapse to be attatched
easily to the cart.

The back doors of the cart are the face of the classroom. Their interior is
purposed with a blackboard and they open up to a projector screen.

The Sides of the cart will be used to serve the mid-day meal to children and
the panel opens up in two shelves to cater Sanitation, Drinking water and
Food.

The Stair is a popular RV Camper portable attatchment. It uses the scissor
mechanism to achieve a compact fold. It can be use to write higher on the
blackboards too.
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Seating arrangement for a
class in progress
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Food distribution and spatial
arrangement
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The idea is to provide a solution that is quick frugal and economic. One way
to enhance that is through adaptability and repect of the available context.
The design is scalable in a manner that is familiar to the stakeholders and
repicable without expert technical skills.
The cart that is attatched to the truck can use a cycle, motorbike or rickshaw
for it’s transport.
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BUS STOPS

-------------> ------------->
A final year Architecture
student from NIT Bhopal,
Kabir has a deep rooted
passion for photography
and exhibition design. As
an architecture student,
exploring context based
solutions to large and
small problems has been
the key aspect of his
designs ranging from a
skyscraper pertaining to
Bhopal Gas Tragedy to
Aanganwadi Centres in
Madhya Pradesh.

A final year student
pursuing a bachelor’s
in architecture from
NIT Bhopal, she enjoys
studying architecture as
a political ecology. She is
the recipient of multiple
national and international
accolades for her
architectural essays, one
of which was published
in Architecture+Design in
Februrary 2020.
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The first hitch that followed the incoming of Covid
19 was the ceasing of public transportation which
immediately escalated into a humanitarian crisis in India.
The debate whether India should be a ‘car country’ or
a ‘bicycle country’ is too far fetched. The truth remains
that our cities are highly dependent on the existing
system of public bus transportation for an equitable
distribution of aid and upliftment of the economy.
The following study focuses on bus stops in particular
and dissects the case into two- of the dynamic street bus
shelters and the orderly BRTS stops . These are nodal
points where there is an exchange of people and are red
zones for the spread of disease. Since 2005 Janmarg has
grown from a 12km corridor to an 88km network of busonly lanes serving nearly 1.5 lakh people. Similarly, the
typical bus shelter in its idea constitutes a multitude of
crucial situations for the locality it serves.
The following study takes two stands, of a self sustaining
and then a regulated approach in its re-assessment of
bus stops in Ahmedabad and around.
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BUS SHELTERS: AN OVERVIEW
The bus stop as a pit stop in the urban landscape,
intermediate nodes for movement and prone to spread of
disease
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ELEMENTS

STRATEGY

Key features of the bus stop can be understood on the basis
of their fixed or flexible nature

Approaching the shift in use, requirement and civic order
in the exisitng pattern of bus stops due to Coronavirus
pandemic
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METHODOLOGY:
Sequence of steps required to retrofit new modules into the
urban streetscape, analysis of exisitng and modified system
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CATALOGUE AND ITERATIONS
Panels can be customized according to site conditions and
fit into the gazebo frame. The objects can be placed or fixed
onto the ground.
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FRAMES

RETROFIT

Exploded isometric drawing showing arrangement of rotating
frames and panels

Isometric drawing showing additional stand up benches
supported over exisitng structure
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JANMARG BRT STATIONS: AN OVERVIEW
A look at the overall charecteristics of a Janmarg BRT
Station located at a crossroad intersection. A hustle bustle
of vehicles and people. A potential field for the spread of
COVID-19
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ANALYSING JANMARG STATION:
AREAS AND ZONES
A look at the basic features of the Janmarg station show the
various activies and their zones and help identify necessary
spaces.
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ANALYSING JANMARG STATION:
MOVEMENTS AND CROWDS
The movement of a Janmarg station is studied to understand
the places of maximum interactions, and identify spaces that
are prone to crowding
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DESIGN STRATEGIES:

ALTERNATE DOCKING AND ENTRY SEGGREGATION
Simple non-additive design strategies are used to take the
first step towards creating environments of distancing and
ensuring safety of co-morbid individials.
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DESIGN STRATEGIES:
POSSIBLE AND PREFERRED ACCESS
Looking at the larger picture, entries and exits are strategically
planned from pedestrian paths to prevent crowding, and
seggregate high risk from co-morbid individuals.
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DESIGN STRATEGIES:
INSERTS
Creating markings, areas for disinfection and repurposing the
pedestrian path as a spillover space for queues.
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DESIGN DETAILS:
THE URBAN INSERT
A detailed look at the design of a permanent railing structure
. A proposal that does more for the city and its space than
just create a boundary
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RESILIENT HISTORIC URBAN CORES:
STRATEGIES AND GUIDELINES
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Sneha is currently
pursuing
her masters in
conservation
and regeneration at CEPT
University.
She completed her
bachelors in architecture
from MIDAS, Chennai.
Coming from a city like
Chennai which
is deeply rooted in
culture and history
she grew up with a similar
thought process. She
loves the historical
aspect of every city and
aims to learn more
about urban histories
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Amrutha is a third year
student in architecture
from SRMIST, Chennai.
Having only very recently
plunged into the world
of urban studies, her
interest lies in the
intersection of urbanism,
architectural theory and
research.She is a member
of the NASA Research
Cell and a junior editor of
the university newsletter,
Spectrum. She finds
the symbiosis between
people and places
fascinating and aims to
unravel the little nuances
of the city life.
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Historic cities are known to have sustained for centuries,
if not millennia, through wars, famines, natural calamities
and pandemics. Historic urban cores, latent with heritage
and rich cultural narratives, are especially vulnerable to
pandemics due to their fragile networks of livelihoods and
tourism-dependant economies. The strategies outlined
in this MANUAL are meant to be implemented through
various levels, including the local, neighbourhood and
municipal levels. The guidelines are based on the day-to-day
community activities unique to historic urban cores and are
aimed at aiding locals to adapt to conditions as uncertain as
pandemics.
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MYLAPORE

MANDVI NI POL
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CASE STUDIES TO UNDERSTAND HUCs
These two areas are examples of historic urban cores in
India.The common aspects are narrow streets, cluster
housing with shared walls.
Such areas function with a system of their own
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CHARACTERS OF HISTORIC URBAN CORES
ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION
To understand the HUC and identify its common aspects
three main categories of activities were observed.
vending, festivals and neighbourhood activities
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UNDERSTANDING HISTORIC URBAN
CORES MATRIX
To understand the HUC and identify its common aspects
a matrix was developed
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UNDERSTANDING HISTORIC URBAN CORES
COMPLEX FLOW OF ACTIVITY
To understand the HUC and identify its common aspects
the complexitiy of the ow of activity was observed.
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CATALOGUE OF DESIGN STRATEGIES

AWARENESS STRATEGIES

SEGREGATING VEGETABLES
ACCORDING TO AGE AND TYPE

USE OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS
TO SEPARATE VEGETABLES

KEEPING PERISHABLES IN
CLOSED CONTAINERS

ILLUSTRATION 1 SEGREGATION AND PHYSICAL BARRIES: SANITARY PRACTICES

HOW CAN VEGETABLE VENDORS DEAL
WITH THE PANDEMIC ?
Segregation and physical barriers can be used by vegetable
vendors.Such sanitary practices will allow smooth
functioning even with the pandemic.
This could be the new normal

HOW CAN FOOD STALLS SUSTAIN ?
ILLUSTRATION 2
While the concept of street eating may not die, the way it is consumed may
change. The social distancing norms for the vending shops, the method of
having time slots for eating and parcel and the concept of people bringing their
own napkins will help
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CATALOGUE OF DESIGN STRATEGIES

AWARENESS STRATEGIES
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A
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PPLICABLE FOR SPACES LIK
HINNAI AND TLA

ES TO TRANSFORM
LIZED PUBLIC SPACES

ISUAL MARKING

FIRECRACKER VIEWING
ILLUSTRATION 3
While firecracker bursting in itself is social distancing
indirectly. The idea of recracker viewing with the show
conducted by the govt will help pandemic wise and
ecologically as well.
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SOCIAL DISTANCING THROUGH VISUAL
MARKING
ILLUSTRATION 3
The concept of social interaction at thinnais/otlas is part of
the historic fabric visual markings can help in continuation
of this concept along with the pandemic

SPATIAL STRATEGIES

TEMPLE
(heritage)

CATALOGUE OF DESIGN STRATEGIES

SALE OF
RELIGIOUS ITEMS

124

RELOCATION OF SOME SHOPS THAT
SELL RELGIOUS ITEMS INTO
THE TEMPLE

SOCIAL DISTANCING
6 FEET DISTANCE
IN BETWEEN

TEMPLE TANK
(heritage)

FREE STREETS-->

IDENTIFYING TERRACE
SPACES

TERRACE VIEWING
OF PROCESSION

SALE OF RELIGIOUS ITEMS - type 1
SALE OF RELIGIOUS ITEMS - type 2

SALE OF RELIGIOUS ITEMS - type 1
SALE OF RELIGIOUS ITEMS - type 2

CROWDING -->

>

EXISTING CONDITION OF RELIGIOUS
PROCESSIONS: ILLUSTRATION 5
Large crowding on the streets during temple festivals will
lead to the spread of the pandemic. The shops that sell
religious items are more crowded than usual and the shops
are set up on the roads
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION
ILLUSTRATION 5
The use of terraces in areas which have buildings with
shared walls will help reducing the spread and also
maintain the festive feel. The relocation of shops into the
temple
and social distancing norms will allow its functioning
without spread of disease.
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SPATIAL STRATEGIES

THREAT OF PANDEMIC TO CULTURAL
GATHERINGS
Festivals are a large part of the indian set up throughout
the year. All festivals involve community gathering. This will
cause the spread of COVID 19. How can the festivals adapt
to the new normal ?
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION
ILLUSTRATION 7

The use of terraces in areas which have buildings with
shared walls will help reducing the spread and also
maintain the festive feel. Firecrackers by themselves act as
a social distancing factor. The tourist access will require to
be limited.
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SPATIAL STRATEGIES
homeless
shelter
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CATALOGUE OF DESIGN STRATEGIES

F
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parking

FD
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SV

street vendors

Historic
Urban
Core

V

V

6 FEET GAP BETWEEN SHOPS
SOCIAL DISTANCING NORMS

F

F

SAFE ACCESS
DANGER ACCESS
MAIN ROUTE

vegetable shops

ROUTES FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING
OF ESSENTIALS
The way the load is transported within the HUC may also
contribute to the spread. The controlled transport of the
same on basis of routes, access and time schedules will help
in operating even with/after the pandemic.
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street vendors

food stalls

MARKET SPACES IN HUC’S
ILLUSTRATION 8

Market Spaces function in a way that it is largely chaotic.
However, this chaos itself is characterstic to such areas.
Spatially, only social distancing norms will allow its
functioning without spread of disease.
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SPATIAL STRATEGIES

CATALOGUE OF DESIGN STRATEGIES

CAN BE USED TO LAY
SPICES

130

CAN BE USED TO MAKE
KOLAMS/RANGOLI

ROUTES FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING
OF ESSENTIALS
The way the load is transported within the HUC may also
contribute to the spread. The controlled transport of the
same on basis of routes, access and time schedules will help
in operating even with/after the pandemic.
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BRINGING THE NEIGHBOURHOOD INSIDE
Some communties have streets serving as an extension of
the house. A good example would be for the extension is
used as a wash place. This can shift into the buer space.
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CATALOGUE OF DESIGN STRATEGIES

MANAGERIAL STRATEGIES
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RELOCATION OF SHOPS THAT SELL
RELIGIOUS ITEMS

RELOCATION OF SHOPS THAT SELL
RELIGIOUS ITEMS

Large crowding on the streets during temple festivals will
lead to the spread of the pandemic. The shops can work on
basis of relocation and time slots.

Large crowding on the streets during temple festivals will
lead to the spread of the pandemic. The shops can work on
basis of relocation and time slots.
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06 >>>>>>>>>>

New Normative Streets

Abstract

Re-imagining the Pandemic - Post-pandemic Situation

The empty streets of the busy cities are rather a heart-breaking scene. All
the sentences in enhancing cities that emphasised “social interaction” is now
being replaced with “social distancing”. At this point, irony and oxymoron
have assumed control over the streets. Discussions of movement and mobility
for long has been considered feeble and discarded. Today the drawbacks of
the same have tied us down and paralysed many lives to a great extent.
Time and again, it has been pointed out that an essential dimension of urban
renewal is enhancing mobility. Poor transportation practices indicate urban
distress. This drawback has made it to the foreground in the case of a global
pandemic. Though the crisis is unavoidable with no precedents of this sort,
with better mobility strategies the cities in the Indian context could have
ensured safe relocation of people returning to their hometowns.
“Human mobility patterns generate the proximity between individuals pre
requisite for the transmission of many infectious diseases. This suggests that
cities with different mobility patterns may also differ in the rate at which their
inhabitants have infectious contact, leading to variation among cities in the
risk of an epidemic” (Benjamin D. Dalziel, 2013, p. 1).
Human movement patterns are heterogeneous and vary in the range of
scales—from within a neighbourhood to among countries including the air
travellers. At each scale, there appear collective mobility patterns that can
seldom be predicted or maintained. These dissipative systems have created
localized areas where infectious contact rates are potentially amplified.
This guide book focuses on the empirically reconstructed contact networks
within the context of Indian cities that suggest systematic variation in
infectious contact rates across the hierarchy of street networks. From
observation and readings, it has been established that crowding happens in
typical junctions that vary across the hierarchy of mobility networks. Thereby,
these locations are identified and systematically approached with the concept
of 1mX1m grid layout. The strategies laid out in this document suggest
some temporary adaptation of the street edges to ensure safety. Further, a
permanent appropriation of these suggestions is projected.
Each street type prioritises design elements based on the context and
character of the street, in order to provide assistance that will help to inform
the selection of appropriate materials, elements and design approaches for
each street typology.
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People
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Naveenaa is currently
working for the ITDP
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implementation of
projects and working for
publications.
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After completing her
undergraduate studies
from balwant Sheth
School of Architecture in
Mumbai, she has been
working with a furniture
and space design in New
Delhi. She is interested
in the narratives
between people and
their environments and
is exploring how design
affects the relationship
between physical spaces
and the people in them.

Niveda is a resident
of Chennai, currently
pursuing her Masters in
Urban Design at CEPT
University. Previously, she
practiced as an Architect
for 3 years in Bangalore.
She has worked on
urban scale projects in
Ahmedabad as a part
of the studio course.
She is passionate about
equipping herself to
create positive change in
the city in order to better
the lifestyle of all city
dwellers.
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Passionate about creating
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currently pursuing her
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at CEPT University.
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architectural narratives
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Process
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02

03

Neighbourhood
park

Parklets

01
Local store

>

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD STREET
Width | 8m

A neighbourhood junction has an increasing residential population and a complementary mix of
amenities and retail at the ground level. These streets encourage human-scaled environment and
informal mobility such as walking or cycling.
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01

The local neighbourhood store

Existing Situation

Stage 02
Post-Pandemic Projection
Creating a walkable footpath,
incorporating bollards and
seating over them.

Stage 01
Immediate Intervention
Extending store frontage to
accomodate social distance
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02

The neighbourhood park

Stage 02
Post-Pandemic Projection

Existing Situation

Improving pedestrain space in
front of the park

Stage 01
Immediate Intervention
Markings in the park
to facilitate community
gathering in small groups
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03

Parklets

Existing Situation

Stage 02
Post-Pandemic Projection
Appropriating parklet spaces as
permanent, safe play spaces

Stage 01
Immediate Intervention
Parklets marked out as
play spaces, at every 3 / 4
residences
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02
Bus Stop

01
Vending
Zones

>

THE CONNETOR STREET
Width | 18m

Connecting streets are characterised by building frontages which directly face the street. A
balance between active modes of transport and parking to service the local area is important on
small streets and laneways.
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01

Vending zones

Existing Situation

Stage 02
Post-Pandemic Projection
Appropriating pedestrian space
with vendors, for safe gathering

Stage 01
Immediate Intervention
Using parking spaces as
parklets to accomodate
street vendors
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02

Bus Stop

Stage 02
Post-Pandemic Projection

Existing Situation

Re-imagining the bus stop with
more waiting space

Stage 01
Immediate Intervention
Leaning furniture along
property edges to facilitate
people waiting at intervals
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01
Restaurant
frontage

>

THE SUB-ARTERIAL ROAD
Width | 30m

Sub-arterial roads are dynamic in nature, with various types of social and commercial exchange,
but they are also intimate in scale, varied, busy and active. They define the spatial structure of
the city and cater to high levels of public transport and pedestrian usage.
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01

Restaurant Frontage

Stage 02
Post-Pandemic Projection

Existing Situation

Extending the footpath to
accomodate outdoor dining at
safe distances

Stage 01
Immediate Intervention
Appropriating waiting
areas for delivery pick-up
personals
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Human mobility patterns predict Benjamin D. Dalziel,
1 divergent epidemic dynamics
Babak Pourbohloul and
among cities
Stephen P. Ellner
Towards a Predictive Model
2 Architecture for Current or
Emergent Pandemic Situations
3

Urban planning for the postpandemic world

Cities That Heal: How The
4 Coronavirus Pandemic Could
Change Urban Design
5

Pandemics Are Also an Urban
Planning Problem

Commentary: Past pandemics
6 changed the design of cities. Six SAM LUBELL
ways COVID-19 could do the same
7

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/
Newspaper article story/2020-04-22/coronavirus-pandemicsarchitecture-urban-design

After the Pandemic, Will We
Hussain Indorewala and
Journal Article
Rethink How We Plan Our Cities? Shweta Wagh

What role do planning and design
play in a pandemic? Ann Forsyth
8
Ann Forsyth
reflects on COVID-19’s impact on
the future of urban life

2020

University journal

https://thewire.in/urban/city-planning-pandemic

https://www.gsd.harvard.edu/2020/03/what-roledo-planning-and-design-play-in-a-pandemic-ann2020
forsyth-reflects-on-covid-19s-impact-on-thefuture-of-urban-life/

Very Relevent projection of
current crisis

state of housing and mobility
in the indian context under the
pandemic crisis

Briefly narrates the the
approach of counties in during
Covid 19 - OPINION BASED

David Rockwell unveils kit to build
9 restaurants on streets following
Eleanor Gibson
pandemic
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Historically, public health crises
have spearheaded far-reaching
change and innovation in the way
we develop and understand human
settlements. Be it the sanitation
movement after the cholera
pandemic of the early 19th century
or the rise of modernist architecture
as an alternative to crowded living
(Chayka, 2020). Covid-19, like its
predecessors, calls for a shift in the
way humans have been developing.
Since the beginning of this year, the
world has witnessed unprecedented
acts of violence by the Covid-19
virus. At the same time, it has
witnessed unprecedented changes
in how cities and the globe has been
functioning. Changing drastically
consumption patterns, lifestyles
etc., Ideas which previously seemed
far – fetched are a reality, and it is
having impactful effects. Yet, at
the same time, in many countries
what has also become visible is the
historic systemic inequalities that
have continued to exist within our
societies.
In India and many other global south
countries, the migrant worker’s
community, informal settlement
dwellers, homeless and the refugees
are amongst the most vulnerable
due to their lack of access to basic
infrastructure (Housing, Sanitation,
160

health, education, job etc.). These
vulnerabilities also vary based on
gender, age, caste etc. as they are
intersectional. With global poverty
expected to rise (Sumner, Hoy,
& Ortiz-Juarez, 2020) and the
cities slowly attempting to reopen,
and kick start their economies.
The question of access to basic
infrastructure is central and a
necessary step to help communities
stabilize.
The issue of providing access is
a transdisciplinary problem. It
would be presumptuous to assume
designers could single-handedly
resolve it, or rather any “technical”
expert can. While this workshop
does not claim such collaborative
engagements, it attempted to
position the role of the designer/
architect/urban designer in this
condition and consequently expand
what is traditionally understood as
design/architecture.
Through the various projects that
have been undertaken by the
participants, the following were the
learnings,
•
The projects displayed
that; designers need to go beyond
designing units/products to
designing systems of working.
The idea of scalability – sensitivity
becomes critical.
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•
There is a strong need for
bottom-up approaches to problemsolving, that would allow designers
to work with communities and
engage with existing community-led
solutions.
•
While support by centrally
led or state-led programs or
initiative has their benefits, it is
quite clear decentralized and
localized systems are fastest to
respond and implement solutions.
It would require city governments
supported by designers, other
technical experts, and citizens to
collaborate to implement innovative
design solutions.
•
A designer must expand its
role and profession vis-a-vie also
what is acceptable or understood
as “architecture”. In doing so, one
is then democratizing the field of
design.
•
And finally building empathy
through design. The design must
be mindful of the aspirations and
wishes of the community/people
that is being designed for.
As Covid-19, is an unprecedented
global situation, the need to create
knowledge, build pedagogy and
establish collaborative practices as
a response is imperative. In many
ways, this workshop was initiated to
achieve the same.
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